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DIRECTOR'S
STATEMENT

3B Brae's Brown Bags provides brown bags of healthy

snacks to low-income and homeless populations. Our

founder, 16-year-old Braeden Mannering, who began the

organization at age 9-years-old, has taken it upon himself

to go beyond delivering food by being a voice which

empowers and inspires others to get involved. 

 

In 2019, we have traveled to dozens of schools and

companies speaking about what it takes to start and run a

non-profit. We have sent food out across the country to

areas in devastation from flooding and wildfires. To-date

we have delivered over 15,000 bags of food, which equates

to approximately 285,000 pounds of healthy food. 

 

Over the past year, we have seen a great deal happening

in our political climate to impact policy which pertains to

hunger and food insecurity. Whether you look at regulations

which protect our food or budget changes which

compromise our most impoverished populations, changes

are being made which will most certainly have a staggering

negative impact on level of food scarcity and nutritional

insecurity. Now more than ever, we need the help of

advocates, changemakers and grassroots initiatives to turn

back the tide. It's time to protect those in need and help

them heal from injustices beyond their control.

C H R I S T Y  M A N N E R I N G

Chief Operating Officer



FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW

3B Brae's Brown Bags is funded and sustained 100% through donor

gifts and youth grant opportunities. The organization is 100%

volunteer driven. Any monies raised go directly back into giving to

those in need. There are not any paid positions within the

foundation. Money is spent on food and water, postage for

shipping bags, gas for traveling to shelters and speaking

engagements and marketing materials to help spread the word.

Throughout 2019, we raised $8763.40 thanks to generous donors,

matched gifts and mini-grants. Our biggest expense was the April

2019 Hunger Conference which came to $4,250. Or largest

donation this year came from the Sodexo Foundation in the

amount of $2,611 during the month of September.  
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FIGURE 1.

Amounts raised each month

through 2019. 



2019 HUNGER
CONFERENCE
"Many people around the world just rush through the day to get it over

with. But I believe all of you in this room are of a different mindset.

You are doing what the others are NOT doing. You are going about

your day with a purpose. And that purpose is to be a changemaker!" 

 

Braeden Mannering, during 2019 Hunger Conference

We partnered with the Food Bank of Delaware and First Chance Delaware

to co-host our 3rd bi-annual kids’ hunger conference which happened

yesterday, April 4, 2019. The event was a success and we are so excited to

send over 100 letters to Delaware legislators written by the students who

attended! These letters include their thoughts about hunger, food insecurity,

service and advocacy. The University of Delaware provided demos and

educational activities at several stations. They taught about native bees

and the importance of pollinators in relation to our food supply. The

students learned about veggie regeneration, food waste, food recovery

and the cost of nutritional food with a make-shift grocery store! Many

thanks to the College of Agriculture & Natural Resources as well as

Cooperative Extension!



2019 YOUTH
EMPOWER PLAYER

What's the biggest change you'd like to see in the world ?

There's a lot of ignoring people, especially people who need the most

 help or the most attention. I'd like to see people noticing or doing the little

things that really can lift someone's spirits up, simple things like holding the

door open for someone or helping an elderly person across the street. Just

little things like that that wouldn't take too much time out of your day. For

some people it's like, "Oh, this is going to make me late." And in reality, it's

okay to be five minutes late. That shouldn't be too big of an impact on

whatever you're doing.

 

What advice would you give other young people who want to make a

difference?

No matter what, you can make a change, even if it's something little that

starts off small and gets bigger from there. It doesn't have to be this super

big thing. It can be as simple as packing a brown bag and giving it to

someone in need.



T H A N K  Y O U

2019 Donors and Supporters (Over $100)

 

Greg and Margie Mannering

Bobbie Stump

Bob and Rose Willey

Mary Louise Guessford

Linda and Ed Hart

Monica Moriak

Greg and Anna Mannering

DoSomething.org

Mike and Lori Gandy

Kenny Zajaczkowski

The Julian Family

Eastern States Construction

Terri and Todd Stephan

PayPal Giving Fund

Sodexo Foundation

 


